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September 30, 2011
GDP 11-1031

Ms. Vonna L. Ordaz, Director
Division of Spent Fuel Storage and Transportation
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
ATTN: Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP)
Docket No. 70-7001, Certificate No. GDP-1
10 CFR 71.95 - Type B Transportation Package Report (USA/9196/B(U)F-96)

Pursuant to 10 CFR 71.95(a)(3), the United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) submits this
report for discovery of instances where USEC made shipments of a Type B transportation
package that did not conform with condition 6 of the Certificate of Compliance for the
NRC-approved Type B package. Two Model 30B cylinders, numbers WEC1080 and WEC 1112,
each enclosed in a Model UX-30 transportation package with transportation package
identification number USA/9196/B(U)F-96, were discovered by USEC to have a cylinder valve
installed whose thread engagement did not conform to the requirements of condition 6.
Condition 6 requires in part that the cylinder be inspected and maintained in accordance with
ANSI N14.1-2001. The cylinder valves in question did not conform to the thread engagement
criterion of Section 6.10.6 in that less than a minimum of 7 threads were determined to be
engaged.

This nonconformance by a user was associated with the cylinder and not the overpack. This
nonconformance with a Certificate condition was not an element attributed to a package design
issue; therefore, USEC determined discussions were not necessary with the UX-30 Certificate of
Compliance holder.

Enclosure 1 provides the required details of this report and Enclosure 2 provides a list of
commitments.

United States Enrichment Corporation
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant

P.O. Box 1410, Paducah, KY 42002



Ms. Vonna L. Ordaz
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Any questions regarding this report should be directed to Vernon J. Shanks, Regulatory Affairs
Manager at (270) 441-6039.

Sincerely,

Jamesr 7is, era
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant

Enclosures: As Stated

cc: NRC Region II
NRC Resident Inspector - PGDP
NRC Project Manager - PGDP
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10 CFR 71.95 - Type B Transportation Package Report (USA/9196/B(U)F-96)

ABSTRACT

On August 2, 2011, USEC identified two cylinders provided and owned by a fuel fabrication
customer for filling at Paducah, numbered WEC 1080 and WEC 1112, which did not appear to
have adequate cylinder valve thread engagement. These cylinders were determined to have been
previously filled and shipped by USEC two and four times; respectively, with a cylinder valve
that did not have a minimum of seven threads engaged in the cylinder. A minimum of seven
threads engaged is a requirement of ANSI N14.1-2001, "Uranium Hexafluoride Packaging for
Transport," Section 6.10.6. Conformance to this standard is required by Condition 6 of the
Certificate of Compliance for the cylinder's UX-30 transportation package. A nonconformance
with a condition of the Certificate of Compliance in making a shipment is reportable under 10
CFR 71.95(a)(3).

DETAILS

On August 2, 2011, USEC identified two cylinders, provided and owned by a fuel fabrication
customer for filling, which each cylinder's valve did not appear to have a minimum of seven
threads engaged in the cylinder. USEC requested on August 2, 2011, that the customer provide
the most recent recertification information for the two cylinders. Based on the recertification and
valve change data provided, USEC determined it had shipped WEC1080 two times since its
recertification in 2010, and WEC 1112 four times since its recertification in 2008, with the valves
in their current configuration. These shipments contained solid enriched uranium hexafluoride.

INVESTIGATION RESULTS

USEC reviewed the customer data and found the subject valves were noted to have met the
thread engagement criteria, the torque requirements of the noted standard, and had passed the
new valve installation required pneumatic leak check. There was no indication of any leakage of
UF 6 from the cylinders on receipt or previous fill cycles. USEC discussed its concerns with the
customer on August 2, 2011, including USEC's counting methods for thread engagement, and
requested permission to remove and replace the subject valves to unequivocally assess thread
engagement.

The valves were removed from their cylinders and both valves were determined to have less than
seven threads engaged (six threads engaged was documented); thereby, not conforming to the
ANSI standard's requirement. Both valves were replaced with new valves and subsequently
passed the requisite leak test requirements.

USEC has reviewed its current inspection procedures and the ANSI N14.1-2001 standard
requirements to assess its current requirements for inspection of thread engagement. Even
though the counting of threads is somewhat subjective, USEC believes its methods exceed the
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current requirements. Following a previous report identified below regarding thread
engagement, USEC ensured its thread engagement counting practice was consistent throughout
its operations procedures and determined the number of times a thread count was mandated
exceeded that required by the standard. Section 6.10.6 of the standard provides the "Valve and
Plug Installation" requirements for a new valve installation as described below.

Section 6.3.1 describes the "Routine Operational Inspections" for cylinders and the timing of
those inspections as stated below. Section 6.3.2 describes the "Periodic Inspections and Tests"
that would include the cylinder recertification. None of the sections for routine or periodic
inspections address inspections of thread engagement except for any newly installed or
reinstalled valve. USEC's procedures used for the valve thread inspections, and the thread
inspection criterion, exceed the ANSI requirements.

CYLINDER VALVE INSTALLATION/INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS

The Certificate of Compliance for the UX-30 transportation package, Package Identification
Number USA/9196/B(U)F-96., requires in Condition 6 the 30B, 30-inch diameter cylinder must
be fabricated, inspected, tested and maintained in accordance with ANSI N 14.1-2001, "Uranium
Hexafluoride Packaging for Transport."

Section 6.10.6 of this standard requires for new cylinders and valves, "A valve thread
engagement of 7 minimum and 12 maximum shall be obtained by using a minimum of 200 and
maximum of 400 foot-pounds of wrench torque applied to the valve body only." In the case of
these customer cylinders, the cylinder recertification data packages indicated the valve passed
the thread engagement, torque, and pressure tests required when installed.

Section 6.3.1 requires that "All UF 6 cylinders shall be routinely examined as received and prior
to sampling, withdrawal, filling, or shipping to ensure that they remain in a safe, usable
condition. Leakage, cracks, excessive distortion, bent or broken valves or plugs, broken or torn
stiffening rings or skirts, or other conditions that may affect the safe use of the cylinder shall
warrant appropriate precautions, including removing the cylinder from service until the defective
condition is satisfactorily corrected." Appendix F of the standard is also referenced in this
section and provides examples of acceptable and unacceptable damage for a cylinder. This
appendix states for valves that "A bent valve or plug requires only the replacement of the
damaged valve and/or plug, provided no damage has been done to the half coupling." This
section and appendix is silent on inspection of thread engagement.

Section 6.3.2 requires that following the hydrostatic test of the cylinder an air leak test is
performed. "The air leak test shall be applied after valves and plugs have been installed in the
cylinder. All valves shall meet the current design requirements ..... A UF 6 cylinder shall be
removed from service (for repair or replacement) when it is found to contain leaks, corrosion,
cracks, bulges, dents, gouges, defective valves, damaged stiffening rings or skirts, or other
conditions that, in the opinion of the qualified inspector, render it unsafe or unserviceable in its
existing condition."
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ASSESSMENT OF SAFETY CONSEQUENCES

In the case of WEC 1080 and WEC 1112 there was no indication of UF 6 leakage from the valve
thread engagement area. Even though valve thread engagement was not between 7 and 12
threads, the valve installation performed its intended safety function and there were no safety
consequences.

This event resulted in no exposures beyond normal exposures incident to routine cylinder
handling and cylinder valve replacement operations.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

1. The owner of the subject cylinders was notified on August 2, 2011, of USEC's concerns and
that owner granted permission for the valve changes, allowing verification of this concern.

2. The suspect cylinder valves' replacements were completed on August 24, 2011.

3. Relevant information regarding USEC's investigation of this event, documentation for its
inspections of the subject valves, and USEC's thread count methods was provided to the fuel
fabrication customer on September 28, 2011.

4. There are no additional corrective actions considered necessary in that the current inspection
methods employed by USEC are recognizing apparent thread engagement deficiencies where
none had been previously identified.

SIMILAR EVENTS

USEC reported a similar event in its report to the NRC submitted in USEC letter GDP 11-1017,
dated June 3, 2011, to Ms. Vonna L. Ordaz, Director, Division of Spent Fuel Storage and
Transportation, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards.
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10 CFR 71.95 - Type B Transportation Package Report (USA/9196/B(U)F-96)

LIST OF COMMITMENTS

No new commitments.


